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Special points of interest:

PIM offers scientific
investigations of suspected paranormal
activity in homes, businesses, and historic
sites. We pride ourselves on providing
confidential, professional services free of
charge.
To have PIM conduct
an investigation for
you, contact Noah
Leigh (Lead Investigator) through our website or by the phone
number listed above.
We look forward to
meeting you at a public
event, investigating
with you, or just hearing from you on Facebook or Twitter!
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Movie Screenings, shorts by Ron Purtee

The 3rd annual Horror-O-Rama, Mil- & Glenn Buettner, feature film
"dysphoria" by Tim Nennig
waukee's premiere horror festival,
-Variety/Burlesque show, featuring
celebrating all things horror will be Dahlia Fatale and Lilly Rascal! Also,
pitching it's tent at The Best Place in Vee Valentine, Colin Acumen, Claira
Bell, The Great Shandini and Aurora
the old Pabst Brewery again this
A'Leur!
-Makeup workshops by Paul Hoepner!
year, this time in the Great Hall!
-Tarot readings by Skully Sati
Tickets are $15 beforehand (see our -Car Show provided by Wisconsin
website for link) and $25 at the door Hearse Organization!
-Live Filming by Deadgar Winter!
so get your tickets right away! After -Vendors including Brew City Paranormal, Howell House Bazaar, artist Philo
the event, stick around and particiBarnhart & Charles Moisant, Hallowed
pate in a real paranormal investiga- Chambers, Wisconsin Feargrounds, and
Party-Girls Pin-Ups!
tion with PIM! Tickets must be
-Food provided by BelAir Cantina!
bought at Horror-O-Rama, for only -Paranormal Investigations by PIM!
-Costume contest & more!
$10!
PBR has been around for 167 years
starting in 1844, which is pretty good considering there was a fair
amount of breweries in Milwaukee at that time! Although, the
name didn’t change to Pabst until 1889 after Captain Fredrick Pabst
married the daughter of the original owner, Phillip Best. In 1893
Pabst entered into a beer competition and won, thus giving it the
name Pabst Blue Ribbon.
In 2001 Jim Haertel bought the abandoned building and took great
care to bring the old building back to life. But perhaps some of the
spirits of the old brewery remain. The owner claims that after
toasting Captain Pabst he felt the back of his neck being touched.
Others hear the sounds of children's laughter near the staircases
where a school was once present in the building in 1858 and others
say they have eerie feelings in the building. If you want a chance to
find out what is really lurking in this old historic building please
join us after Horror-O-Rama while PIM investigates it’s mysteries.

Paranormal Investigators
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Find us on Facebook
Or
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Phone: 414-215-9746
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www.paranormalmilwaukee.com
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Confidential.
Professional

Upcoming Events and Investigations
 Thursday May 7th: Debut of Haunted State: Whispers
From History Past at the Oriental Theater @ 7:00 pm.
 Friday May 8th: Horror-O-Rama at the Best Place in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, public investigation to follow.
 Saturday May 30th: Public Investigation of Manny
Mansion and Barnes Mansion in Rockford Illinois.
 Saturday June 6th: Milwaukee Paranormal Conference at the Irish Cultural & Heritage Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
 Saturday June 6th: Public Investigation at the Chudnow Museum of Yesteryear in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Haunted State: Whispers from History Past
On May 7th come along for a journey investigating Wisconsin’s most famous
historic buildings and the paranormal folklore inside. See how the Haunted
State Team dives into the history and folklore in some of Wisconsin's most
haunted locations in this documentary that took 30 months to film.
PIM helped with some of the logistics in the movie and during one of the investigations that is featured in the film. The film will debut in Milwaukee at the Oriental Theatre at 7 pm! Come on out and see it for yourself.
Recent Investigations News and Highlights:
 On April 11th Noah, Gravy, Missy, Tony, Andy and Denys went on an investigation to the Conover Square
Mall. This was the first investigation that PIM used it’s new Faraday cages. PIM members place their control
recorders (sensitive recorders that are worn on their person) in a Faraday cage. A Faraday cage operates because
an external static electrical field causes the electric charges within the cage's conducting material to be distributed such that they cancel the field's effect in the cage's interior. PIM’s main goal in using these are to block radio
signals from interfering with their audio recorders thus causing false EVP’s. This is just another step in making
investigations more controlled and remove confounding factors. Conover Square Mall is a huge 122,506 square
foot facility located in the small city of Oregon, IL. The investigation went very well and we will be returning to
further our research there in the future. PIM’s evidence review is still ongoing and will be finished soon. Official results will be posted in the report which can be found on PIM’s website once review is finished.
 On April 18th John, Denys, and Jarod investigated a residential home in Brown Deer, WI. This was a very interesting case with the clients having seen three different apparitions in and around their home. During the investigation none of the PIM members were able to witness any of these apparitions but the evidence review is
still ongoing on this case. PIM’s first priority is always helping the clients in any way that they can, especially
making them feel safer in their home.

